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2016HEROS Mount Huangshan International Mountain festival will be held in Yixian County in March 26th -27. Then, the mountain
bike as the pilgrim players will gather in Yixian County, continue to write the Mount Huangshan match the legend. Mount Huangshan
International Mountain Festival is the biggest highlight of the Mount Huangshan tournament for the first time to use the two route. On
the first day of March 26th, will be in the "classic" on the 20 km of men and women experience group, 40 km elite competition. And
the next day (March 27th) in the "off road" on the 20, 40, 60 km group war. game on the first day: the classic track miss the most
"classic track" Mount Huangshan game back. What is a classic? This is the 2013 and 2014 track, driver after Tachuan will pass
through a tunnel arrived at once, "Crouching Tiger, hidden dragon" shooting -- wood pit Zhuhai. This track last year because of the
road, with friends from a year. And in this year's game, HEROS organizing committee again this classic track brought back to Mount
Huangshan. Return to the "classic track. Riders will once again face climbing Huangshan season most hard, from Hongcun Village
Primary School of climbing all the wood pit Zhuhai. Although the road after the road is hardened, but this climbing is not easy. And
then the Zhuhai pit steps downhill is technical difficulties Mount Huangshan tournament "most classic". Long steps downhill may be
many Mount Huangshan's most senior riders crispy, is also the most "classic" memories. The famous Zhuhai pit Mount Huangshan
reproduction season second days "off road track" challenge for the first day of the "classic track" play cool enough riders, there are
second days of "off-road". This basically a continuation of the 2015 race, but compared to last year, the increase in the length of
1.86km between Hu and Tachuan village. With respect to the "classic track", "off-road track without downhill wood pit Zhuhai lingering
stone steps, but the track more difficult and challenging. Track road surface soil road more, a succession of downhill, which there are
many technical sections waiting for you. Especially in the village to Hu this section of the steep slope and sharp steps downhill, will
increase the challenge to match and ornamental. Mount Huangshan race along with the growth of the Chinese sports bike industry,
last year to spend 10 years of age in Mount Huangshan, TREK's birthday, this year will continue to work together with Mount
Huangshan, a total of ten years to develop a blueprint. < p > and more exciting is annual Huangshan games have a different kind of
scenery, do not know this year in the "Xanadu, painting village" to the Yixian, there will be what kind of scenery, riders and writing the
story of how?
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